
FOURTH SECONDARY ENGLISH REVIEW WORKSHEET #5 

Name: ____________________________________ V: A/B/C 

1. Read the following text. For questions 1-7, choose from the people A-E.  

 

The pros and cons of being a twin 

A Sam Pearson, 13 

People often ask: 'What's it like being a twin?' To which I often respond. 'I don't know. 
I have never been anything else!' I never mean to be rude; I am just being honest 
because since birth I have never known anything different. I guess there are some 
advantages though, for example. there is always someone to partner you in class or 
hang around with at home. Also. when I meet new people, they always find it really 
interesting to talk about what it must be like being a twin. 
 
B Julia Taylor, 30 
I have always loved being a twin and I see being one as something 
unique. There aren't many people who have had this benefit and therefore I try to 
always focus on the positive. This is something our mum and dad taught us when we 
were very young, and I have always remembered this. When we were growing up. one 
of the best things about being a twin was our birthday parties! We had brilliant 
birthdays as kids. I am sure they were fairly stressful for our parents. but we thought 
they were fabulous! 
 
C Claire Kite, 16 

People often presume when you are a twin that you must also be identical. This is not 
the case, however. and my twin brother is much taller than me; so sometimes people 
don't believe we are twins and I find this really annoying! Being a twin has both its 
good and bad points. We fight a lot. especially over gadgets. and when we were 
younger over toys or for the attention of our parents. but I guess this is just like any 
other family. On the positive side. we often have a lot of fun together and I never feel 
lonely. My brother is also very protective of me. especially at school. which is both a 
good and bad thing! 
 
D Mary Blackwell, 40 

Growing up I had very mixed emotions about being a twin. I really hated it when people 
grouped us. referring to us as 'the twins'! We very much had our own identities and 
some people just failed to recognise that. I used to constantly dye my hair different 
colours. just so I could look different to my sister. Being seen as a unit rather than as 
an individual didn't seem to bother my sister that much . but for some reason it really 
affected me. especially as a teenager. Fortunately, we now have very different lives. 
so, it isn't really an issue anymore. 
 
E Helen Thompson, 19 

I absolutely loved being a twin when I was growing up. I used to have a great time 
going out with my sister. We are identical. so, we always used to wear the same 
clothes and have the same haircuts. 
We got so much attention when we went out and we were sometimes asked to pose 
for photographs. We felt like celebrities! We were also very close when we were 
younger. and sure, we would argue sometimes. but most of the time we were best 
friends. This has all changed now though, as we have each gone to a different 
university. I know it is a good idea that we each have our own independence. but I do 
find it hard sometimes and a bit lonely. 

 



Which person 

1. Appreciates the importance of twins needing to find their own way of life? ___ 

2. Has mixed feelings about being looked after their sibling? _____ 

3. Feels angry when people assume that all twins look the same? _____ 

4. Likes having conversations about being a twin?  ____ 

5. Didn’t like the way they were viewed as a twin child? ____ 

6. Struggles when parted from their sibling? ____ 

7. Realises that it is not only twins who sometimes argue? ______ 

 

 
  

2. Complete the mini-dialogues with the correct form of the verbs in 
brackets. Use the future continuous, future perfect, or the first 
conditional.  

 

Andy We’ve nearly finished cleaning the kitchen − we 
1

_______________________ (clean) every room in the house by eight o’clock.  

Kate Yes, and at 8.30, I 
2

_________________________ (lie) in bed − I’m 

exhausted! 

 Helen 
3

_______________________ (your brother / go) to university if he 
4

_______________________ (do) well in his exams next year?  

Julie Yes, and if he 
5

_______________________ (get) really good marks, he 
6

_______________________ (study) medicine and become a doctor. 

Ben 
7

_______________________ (people / still / use) mobile phones in 2050?  

Jessica No, I don’t think so. Within thirty years, we 
8

_______________________ 

(invent) better technologies than mobile phones. 

 

3. Complete the dialogue with the words below  

agree     rather      would     overall     problem     settled     keen     fancy      
idea         make 

 

Chloe Let’s do something this weekend. The weather’s going to be lovely 
again.  

Darren Great idea! I think surfing 
1
____________ be fun. What do you think?  

Chloe Sorry, but I don’t really 
2
____________ it. I was at the beach most of last 

week. What about doing something in the mountains?  

Darren I like the 
3
____________ of that, but don’t you think it would be too far?  

Chloe My sister’s back from university and she can drive.  

Darren OK. I’m quite 
4
____________ on mountain biking, but we can’t take our 

bikes if we drive.  



Chloe You’re right – she hasn’t got a bike rack on her car. I’d 
5
____________ 

go hiking and we wouldn’t have to worry about taking our bikes 

then. Come on! We need to 
6
____________ a decision …  

Darren The 
7
____________ with hiking is that it’s not very challenging. Let’s do 

something like kayaking.  

Chloe 
8
____________, I think kayaking would be better, you’re right. It’s a 

water sport and the river’s in the mountains!  

Darren Can we 
9
____________ on kayaking, then? I’ll text my sister.  

Chloe Yes, that’s 
10

____________ then. 

 


